' We have recently shown' that the power-law p~' behavior at fixed P~a t asymptotic energy results from power-law internal damping in momentum transfers in a general peripheral structure, Fig. 1 , and that the large-p~behavior joins smoothly onto the small-P~central plateau.
In addition Amati, Caneschi, and Testa' (ACT) have shown that large-transverse-momentum scaling results from the ABFST' (Amati, Bertocchi, Fubini, Stanghellini, and Tonin) multiperipheral models; that is, in the limit s -~w ith «~=2P~/ s' ' and «~, =2P~~/s'~' fixed, the single-particle spectrum behaves as 4' 1 n f(«JP«ll).
This large-transverse-momentum or fixed-x, scaling had previously been found from parton-parton scattering models (Fig. 2) , including quark-quark scattering with vector exchange (I =4) by Berman, Bjorken, and Kogut' (BBK), from quark interchange (n= 8) by Blankenbecler, Brodsky, and Gunion' (BBG), and from vector exchange to pions with form factors (n =8) by Bander, Barnett, and Silverman' (BBS). Landshoff 
The observed momentum in terms of scaling variables is
where x, =2p~/s'~' denotes a. two-dimensional transverse vector. Also q=-2s' '((x, '+x"')' ' -x"x"x"-x, ) . (2.4) The cross section for the graph' in Fig. 2 is the probability for partons at fractions x, and x, scattering by the elastic cross section do/dt:
The elastic scattering takes place with an invari- Tan. "). Thus, the parton-scattering approach of BBK' is equivalent to the ABFST multiperipheral approach. While the p~' behavior follows from the above considerations, the actual distribution function P(x}for the partons has to be phenomenologically fitted to the scaling distribution f(x"x,). The presently available data can be fitted with the parton distribution P(x) = (1 -x)'/x . (2.18) The comparison with the x "=0 CERN ISR scaling data" over a range of energies is shown in Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 4 Fig. 5 .
The angular dependence of the cross section is also of great experimental and theoretical interest. Theoretically, since the scattered partons in Fig.  2 are not always alike, the distribution functions P, (x,) and P,(x,) are expected to be different. '(t, ) x",(s, ', t,)~,(s"', '"), {3. l) where P, and P"contain the yroyagators of the exchanges and the central-vertex form factors, when necessary, and A, and A" are the off-sheii absorptive parts from the inclusively summed par- 
ticles.
To illustrate general effects of the approach to scaling, we work with models with sufficient damping in t " t " to yield a p, ' scaling law, Eq. (1.2).
It is apparent that for power-law damping, when p~' is large, the largest contribution results when one but not both of t, and t "=O(p~) , as is the case in parton-parton scattering (see Sec. II). and external masses become significant. Since these occur for a given p~r ange independent of energy, the region of small x, where they are significant decreases with increasing energy. These deviations from a scaling curve do not appear in Fig. 3 since all data were taken for p~&1.5 GeV/c. In Fig. 4 we show the NAL data" and the experimental deviation from the scaling curve for x~& 0.2 (s't' =23.6 GeV), along with our calculations. %e can determine the value of x~at which the data for P~'Edcr/d'P turn over and deviate from scaling by noting that a good parametrimation of the data for x, &0.3 (see Fig. 6 for s't'=52. Fgo. 6. The single-particle spectrum ate~, =o forpp~+%for large and small transverse momentum. The solid line is our result from Sec. QI for 8~=52.7 GeV and a =0.39 GeV; the dashed line is for s~. The normalization of the data of different groups appears slightly different, and we have moved the data of Befs. 
D. Secondary trajectories
The Pomeron is present through the factor~in A~r ex(u&). The effect of secondary trajectories will appear in the form sF~'X'(&u) since the Bjorkenscaling behavior is independent of the Regge intercept. '3'~T o examine only the effect of secondaries we took y' =X and computed with (to+~~' ) && X(~)
To obtain a similar fit to that in Fig. 6 it was necessary to change a' only from 0.39 to 0.34 GeV'. Since only the dependence on~was changed, the energy dependence, including secondary trajectories, is still s ' in the fixed-x, scaling region.
E. E/F and E+ /E production ratios As x~increases away from zero, the dominant contribution comes from the region where s, ' and s"' are near threshold. As a result the thresholds s, and s, and dynamical behavior in the threshold region become very important.
Their role is particularly evident in the produced particle ratios. vious work" we examined the K/s ratio at s -w ith y(ao) = (~-1)/&o. The results obtained here for K'/v' are very similar, but are now in complete agreement with the data at large p~a nd a little closer to the data at small P, .
Since the K threshold is higher than the K' threshold, the K /K' ratio will be less than one and decreases as x~increases. The lack of resonances in the exotic channel K+P relative to K P would be reflected in A(s, ', t, ) and further contribute to the shrinking K /K ' ratio. Introducing y = x, /x, and P(x, ) = E(x,)/x"P(x, } =P(x,)/x"we have as in Eq. (2.14) Z&~= +, lf yPd( -') P( ) The calculation of the cross section by Eg. (A10} using the above forms (All) and (A12) for P (x, ) and P(xs) agrees to within 20% with the exact calculation in Sec. III using the precursor P(x, ') fram Eq. (All). This justifies the approximations in Eq. (A3) and the neglect of masses used in deriving scaling. Also, the geometric mean of P(x, ) and P(xs) is close to P(x)=(1 -x)4/xas found in sec.
0 to fit the ISR data. 
